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Project seeks transformation in relationship between seafood,
communities

By WES WOLFE wwolfe@thebrunswicknews.com  Jan 5, 2019

It’s a big �sh story — a lot of them, in fact.

A new project is underway that seeks to get beyond traditional seafood testing and advisories, and go

much further — promoting different types of seafood and different ways of preparing it, while

engaging local residents and deriving a better understanding of people’s relationship with seafood and

its effects on our health.

“We have been working with the community for them to contribute recipes for, what are the

traditional local ways they like to prepare �sh?” Kimberly Andrews, director of the Applied Wildlife

Conservation Lab at the UGA Marine Extension and Georgia Sea Grant, said at a lunch meeting Friday

of the Glynn Environmental Coalition. “One of our products for how we’re going to communicate these

advisories is, beyond the regulatory need of telling people what they shouldn’t be eating, really, in a

celebratory way, directing them to, ‘Here’s what we recommend that you do eat, and at these

frequencies,’ or, ‘Here’s how you might prepare it to reduce some of that risk.’

“And then the cookbook will also have some information about the ecology, the �sh, the advisories —

we’ll be able to highlight various partners that provide resources to the community.”

Andrews said the effort comes out of a growing �eld called translational ecology, which takes

ecological and scienti�c information and gets that information into the hands of the people it’s

affecting.

“Part of this �eld is not just an outreach initiative, but it’s an action-driven initiative,” Andrews said. “So,

how do we implement knowledge in a way that people can act so they can make those decisions when

they’re �shing, when they’re sitting down at the table, and how can we understand what their needs

are? Part of the project we’re working on now is working with the community to understand what their
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consumption behaviors are. We have the new DNR advisories that should be coming out any time now

— I don’t think they’ve of�cially been posted — and again GEC puts a lot of effort into getting that

information out.

“But, what about how the community is eating? So, the way that the �sh are currently tested is all

sampling �llets. We’re trying to understand which species are people eating where, and at what

frequency, and how are they preparing that? The advisories are prepared based on a conservative

approach of what the risk levels are to pregnant women and children. It’s great to take that

conservative approach and target those higher-risk demographics, but ideally we want to be able to

assess what the true exposure is so that we’re testing the �sh based on, again, these consumption

behaviors.”

She said the emphasis here is for the analysis to come from a point of pride and not from a point of fear.

Andrews used the example of driving a car — it comes with all kind of risks, but those risks are

signi�cantly mitigated if you know what you’re doing.

She said so far, she’s been working closely with Glynn County Commissioner Allen Booker, Rebuilding

Together and others, with a particular focus on the Arco community.

Andrews said that Honeywell “has been a very engaged partner with this” — Honeywell bought LCP

Chemicals in 1998, when LCP was in bankruptcy, and is one of the responsible parties for the LCP

Chemicals Superfund site.

Byran Fluech, associate director at the UGA Marine Extension and Georgia Sea Grant, also spoke at

the meeting and discussed an oral history project in the works that’s focused on commercial �shermen.

“I’ve been working with a project with Georgia Southern on doing oral histories with our commercial

�shing industry over the past year,” Fluech said. “It’s been interesting. We did over 30 interviews with

local �shermen about their perspectives — not only about their involvement in the industry, now, but

their perspectives on the future. I mentioned earlier about the graying of the �eet — where they see it

going, what things they think are important — and we’re going to be presenting the results of those

oral histories in a number of workshops.”

The Brunswick workshop is scheduled for 10:30 a.m., Feb. 2, at the Brunswick Station at 715 Bay St.

Other workshops will be in Statesboro on Jan. 31, at 6 p.m. at the Statesboro Convention and Visitors

Bureau, and Darien on Feb. 1, at 4 p.m. at the Ida Hilton Public Library.
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